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Lethal Adhesion 2020-07-30
a routine surgery turns deadly now dr zora smyth must fight tooth and nail to save herself and
her loved ones as joan of arc for her patients dr zora smyth fights daily for each one to survive
so when a routine surgery ends with a patient dying on her operating table zora is determined to
find out why but she soon realizes things are not what they seem with an enemy lurking behind
the scenes bent on taking her down and ruining her life when the case spirals into a malpractice
lawsuit that could end her career and strange attacks begin on those dear to her zora races to
uncover the truth cut off the enemy and save her loved ones but will she succeed in time to stop
an enemy desperate to destroy her and her loved ones at all costs or will ghosts of the past
swallow them up lethal adhesion is the fifth book in dobi cross gripping suspense filled series of
medical thrillers if you like page turning non gory medical thrillers filled with unexpected
rollercoaster twists and intrigue you ll love lethal adhesion keywords medical thriller serial killer
thriller legal thriller organized crime crime fiction medical fiction medical suspense suspense
thriller murder thriller mystery thriller strong female protagonist thriller strong female thriller
and suspense suspense series deadly crime thriller doctor doctor series strong heroine strong
woman sleuth series thriller series long series complete series

Only One Cure 2020-02-28
the president s son is dying terrorists claim to have the only cure when a private plane whisks
cdc epidemiologist madeline hamilton to washington d c for an urgent medical symposium she
knows something significant is underway but she doesn t expect to face the most disturbing
medical mystery of her career a debilitating neurological toxin has stricken the children of
several political families and one of them is the son of u s president anna moreland with the
lives of children on the line madeline assembles a team of medical experts the investigation
takes a horrifying turn when she starts receiving communications from the terrorists who want
to engage in a deadly political game desperate to find the perpetrators and a cure the white
house recruits fbi antiterror specialist quinn traynor to run a parallel investigation as the
teenagers start dying and the answers seem no closer madeline and quinn fight to prevail
before president moreland is forced to make an impossible choice give in to the terrorists
demands or let her only child succumb to an agonizing death this is the second book in the fbi
and cdc thriller series but it can be read as a standalone from usa today bestselling author
jenifer ruff comes a frightening and realistic new mystery if you re a fan of james patterson karin
slaughter lisa gardner lee child tami hoag lisa regan robin cook or ken follett you ll enjoy only
one cure praise for only one cure dark and intense filled with twists and suspense only one cure
will grab you on page one and not let go another winner from jenifer ruff usa today bestselling
autor dan alatorre in only one cure jenifer ruff weaves another suspenseful tale featuring the
expertise of her relatable characters as the stakes are raised we re taken on an incredible
journey ruff s narrative demands we read on amazon bestselling author allison maruska omg
love it and did it scare the heck out of me reviewer c boyd excellent reviewer l mink loved it
super engaging i could hardly stop reading reviewer dr l burke a brilliant read gr reviewer billie
this book is outstanding gr reviewer t griffis a true page turner maintaining suspense until the
very end gr reviewer m marraccini

Lethal Obsession 2019-07-31
dr zora smyth has only one choice fight the enemy or end up dead chief surgical resident zora
smyth only planned to solve the nameless patients case that landed on her operating table and
complete the rest of her residency in peace it shouldn t be as difficult as facing false murder
charges from a serial killer or enduring a brush with death right but her search for the truth
makes her the target of a ruthless adversary one much closer to her than she imagines and
obsessed with turning her most feared nightmare losing her reputation license and her life into
reality with a larger than life enemy nipping at her heels zora races to clear her name save her
medical license and stay alive while doing so will she succeed or will she lose her life at the
hands of an enemy and an organization willing to trample everything she holds dear lethal
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obsession is the third book in dobi cross gripping suspense filled series of medical thrillers if you
like page turning non gory medical thrillers filled with unexpected rollercoaster twists and
intrigue you ll love lethal obsession keywords medical thriller serial killer thriller organized crime
crime fiction medical fiction medical suspense suspense thriller murder thriller mystery thriller
strong female protagonist thriller strong female thriller and suspense suspense series deadly
crime thriller doctor doctor series strong heroine strong woman sleuth series thriller series long
series complete series

Lethal Emergency 2018-08-17
a vacation turns deadly a stare at death will doctor to be zora smyth survive pre med zora
smyth deserves a break after graduating from college a quick trip with a friend to mexico for a
relaxing vacation was supposed to do the trick before she had to start medical school but her
good samaritan efforts to help a stranger turns deadly putting her in the crosshairs of an enemy
and her life at risk can doctor to be zora smyth survive long enough to escape lethal emergency
is the prequel to dobi cross gripping suspense filled series of medical thrillers if you like page
turning non gory thrillers filled with unexpected rollercoaster twists and intrigue you ll love lethal
emergency keywords medical thriller crime fiction medical fiction medical suspense suspense
thriller mystery thriller strong female protagonist thriller strong female thriller and suspense
suspense series deadly crime thriller doctor doctor series strong heroine strong woman sleuth
series thriller series long series complete series

Lethal Incision 2018-12-30
when a series of nameless patients vanish after they arrive dr zora smyth scrambles for answers
there s a dark secret chief surgical resident dr zora smyth is used to the atypical a sister that
has disappeared false murder charges from a serial killer and a brush with death so when
nameless patients show up on her operating table and subsequently disappear on her watch
zora seeks to discover why but she soon realizes that the stakes are higher than ever when her
sanity is questioned and a hidden enemy that wants the dark secrets covered at all costs
endangers everything she holds dear as zora races to save herself and those precious to her will
she survive and win against the evil that threatens to swallow her up lethal incision is the
second book in dobi cross gripping suspense filled series of medical thrillers if you like page
turning non gory medical thrillers filled with unexpected rollercoaster twists and intrigue you ll
love lethal incision keywords medical thriller serial killer thriller organized crime financial thriller
kidnapping thriller crime fiction medical fiction medical suspense suspense thriller murder
thriller mystery thriller strong female protagonist thriller strong female thriller and suspense
suspense series deadly crime thriller doctor doctor series strong heroine strong woman sleuth
series thriller series long series complete series

Lethal Reconciliation 2020-01-08
a hidden threat a choice to crush it and save lives but it may destroy dr zora smyth before she
gets a chance chief surgical resident zora smyth never thought her undesired fame in the media
would land her in charge of the medication reconciliation work no one else wanted but she
figured it was a welcome change from facing false murder charges from serial killers and
fighting off attacks on her life and it gave her the precious time she needed in following up new
leads in finding her long lost sister but zora soon stumbles upon evidence of a hidden threat
buried in the hospital s underbelly that puts the lives of her loved ones and those around her in
jeopardy will she expose the truth and destroying the threat or will she lose the lives of those
dear to her at the hands of an enemy willing to do whatever it takes to stop her lethal
reconciliation is the fourth book in dobi cross gripping suspense filled series of medical thrillers if
you like page turning non gory medical thrillers filled with unexpected rollercoaster twists and
intrigue you ll love lethal reconciliation keywords medical thriller serial killer thriller organized
crime crime fiction medical fiction medical suspense suspense thriller murder thriller mystery
thriller strong female protagonist thriller strong female thriller and suspense suspense series
deadly crime thriller doctor doctor series strong heroine strong woman sleuth series thriller
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series long series complete series

Lethal Retraction 2021-01-29
when a dead body ends up in her trunk can dr zora smyth escape the web of lies and secrets
that could destroy her when the cops discover a dead body in her trunk on her way back from a
medical conference dr zora smyth figures she can prove it has nothing to do with her after all
she d been down this road before right but the dead man turns out to be her colleague a fellow
surgeon with a well known grudge against her plunging zora into the center of a murder
investigation as zora scrambles to uncover the truth she soon realizes nothing is as it seems and
finds herself caught in a web of lies and secrets at the hospital that extends beyond what she
would have imagined with her life spinning out of control as she races to save herself will zora
untangle herself and expose the truth in time to stop an unexpected enemy determined to
destroy her at all costs lethal retraction is the sixth book in dobi cross gripping suspense filled
series of medical thrillers if you like page turning non gory medical thrillers filled with
unexpected rollercoaster twists and intrigue you ll love lethal retraction keywords medical
thriller serial killer thriller domestic thriller medical fiction medical suspense suspense thriller
mystery thriller crime fiction murder thriller strong female protagonist thriller strong female
thriller and suspense suspense series deadly crime thriller doctor doctor series strong heroine
strong woman sleuth series thriller series long series complete series

Night Shift 2022-12-08
in night shift an exhilarating medical mystery thriller by robin cook a doctor s murder will lure
jack and laurie into the dark underbelly of their new york hospital juggling intense work with
family pressures jack stapleton and laurie montgomery are married doctors with hectic
schedules the last thing they need on their plates is a murder when laurie s long time friend dr
sue passero dies mysteriously in a hospital car park an autopsy is required it falls squarely under
laurie s remit as newly appointed chief medical examiner but when laurie asks jack to take
special care with the examination he can hardly refuse as he looks more closely into the case
jack senses foul play around sue s sudden death he sets out to investigate on site at manhattan
memorial hospital even if it means defying the rules what starts as an inquiry soon becomes a
deadly game of cat and mouse between jack stapleton and a deranged killer ready to strike
again

Desperate to Die 2017-06-30
is there a fine line between euthanasia suicide and murder medical student annabel tilson is
deep into her internal medicine rotation when one of her patients dies of natural causes which
may not be typical at all as she undergoes a personal loss herself and is confused by the male
friendships in her life she realizes there are no easy solutions to difficult problems such as end of
life care meanwhile however her patients lives are at stake which is it are machiavellian deeds
being done or perpetrated on annabel s discharged patients and those on the medical floor or
are painful deaths and intolerable situations being circumvented for some patients by an angelic
protector this is book three in the medical and personal adventures of medical student annabel
tilson and is also a standalone story book one dead stillbook two deadly delusionsbook three
desperate to die

Dying to Recall: A Medical Thriller 2019-08-27
a suicide a break in an ominous warning is it a coincidence or have jackie and curt unleashed
the wrath of vengeful pharmaceutical executives emboldened by the support of law
enforcement officials and a prominent physician jackie and curt embark on a crusade against
alzcura they have compelling evidence of unethical business practices and countless numbers of
unreported patient deaths related to their miracle cure for alzheimer s but when a key witness is
found hanging in his office their case against the pharmaceutical giant is significantly weakened
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on top of that jackie s home is broken into and an ominous warning was left on her wall and
someone posing as curt s brother tried to pick up his kids from school shaken jackie and curt
must reassess the potential cost of continuing their fight would jackie and curt be able to garner
sufficient support and evidence to bring alzcura to justice or would their continued efforts bring
down a reign of terror that would make them pay with their lives dying to recall is the second
book in the page turning table for four medical thriller series it s a captivating story of good
versus evil with engaging characters who will take you on an emotional roller coaster ride pick it
up now you ll have trouble putting it down a portion of the proceeds from this series is donated
to the alzheimer s foundation of america

Manner of Death 2023-12-07
in this new fast paced medical mystery thriller from the new york times bestselling author robin
cook fan favorites jack and laurie must determine the manner of death after a pathology
resident s suspicious suicide reeling from a devastating encounter that nearly ended his life jack
stapleton is still in recovery leaving his wife laurie montgomery new york s chief medical
examiner to manage a difficult situation at home and an even tougher one at work when a
young man appears on the medical examiner s table an apparent death by suicide laurie is
compelled to try and understand what happened the autopsy reveals the disturbing possibility
that foul play was involved and provides many more questions than answers ignoring her own
professional rules laurie personally investigates who might want the man dead and why so
begins a descent into a dangerous world filled with ruthless individuals who will do anything to
protect their business interests and that might just cost laurie her life

Control 2019-08-08
a dark and compulsive medical thriller written by a doctor who has seen it all perfect for fans of
don t wake up and tess gerritsen a suspenseful and frightening thriller lynda la plante not all
doctors are heroes renowned surgeon michael trenchard locks his office door and prepares for a
relaxing evening but what follows is a living nightmare when later he is discovered in a locked in
coma the victim of an auto erotic asphyxiation it is left to doctor kash devan trenchard s young
protégé to uncover the truth and what he discovers is chilling in his ruthless pursuit of wealth
and success trenchard has left a trail of wrecked lives and angry people behind him which of
trenchard s victims hated him so much that they wanted to ruin not only his reputation but his
life as well

The Head Hunters 2017-08-18
washington dc and terror in an isolated government sanctioned medical laboratory as the
potential of medicine goes horrifyingly wrong when susan a young researcher loses her fiancée
in a terrible accident she is seduced by michael a friend and the head doctor on a top secret
neurometric project backed by the white house and the famed borg harrison foundation joining
michael s team susan is unaware of the terrible danger she faces in the high security facility and
from katherine the team psychologist who will go to any lengths to protect the lab s vital
secrecy and her own carnal desires when susan stumbles onto the true nature of the project it s
to find herself in it too deep to walk away and trapped in the worst kind of nightmare threatened
every second to becoming a ghastly medical experiment herself in the head hunters david
osborn explores the murky boundaries between ethics and medical research between volunteer
and victim ambition and ruthlessness and between life and death when a team of responsible
doctors plays a deadly game in which any of the players can be condemned to a purgatory more
ghastly than hell

Host 2015-10-22
host the explosive thriller from new york times bestselling author and master of the medical
thriller robin cook takes readers back to where the genre began and the questions posed in
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coma what happens when innocent hospital patients are used as medical incubators against
their will lynn peirce a fourth year medical student at mason dixon university thinks she has her
life figured out but when her otherwise healthy boyfriend carl is admitted to hospital for routine
surgery lynn is devastated by his sudden death convinced there s more to the story than the
authorities are willing to reveal lynn searches for evidence of medical malpractice with the help
of her lab partner michael what she uncovers however is far more disturbing hospitals
associated with middleton healthcare have unnervingly high rates of unexplained complications
and patients contracting serious and terminal illnesses following routine surgery when lynn and
michael begin to receive death threats they realize they must discover the truth before the
shadowy forces behind middleton healthcare can put a stop to their efforts once and for all

Memory's Hope: A Medical Thriller 2019-11-13
the case against alzcura intensifies until the fda s shocking response to the data will the guilty
parties walk or will they be brought to justice jackie and curt find solace in one another s
company as law enforcement officials increasingly take over the case against alzcura things look
promising when alzcura cooperates with a request to produce a person of interest only to have
hopes dashed when the person commits suicide before being questioned hope is renewed when
food and drug administration officials ask to meet with law enforcement over the evidence
against alzcura but their response to the facts is far from helpful and serves only to thwart the
momentum of the case with the crusade and the case against alzcura at a critical juncture would
justice prevail or would the well heeled executives with insider connections escape
accountability for their crimes and the deaths of untold thousands who entrusted their lives to
their so called miracle cure memory s hope is the final book in the page turning table for four
medical thriller series it s a captivating story of good versus evil with engaging characters who
will take you on an emotional roller coaster ride pick it up now you ll have trouble putting it
down a portion of the proceeds from this series is donated to the alzheimer s foundation of
america

Dangerous Doctor 2019-01-10
both of them suspected that something was wrong terribly wrong in the great medical research
center where they worked both of them wondered why a beautiful young woman had died on
the operating table and her brain secretly removed both of them found it impossible to explain
the rash of female patients exhibiting bizarre mental breakdowns and shocking behavior both of
them were placing their careers and very lives in deadly jeopardy as they penetrated the eerie
inner sanctums of a medical world gone mad with technological power and the lust for more

Bad Medicine 2020-12-15
nazi doctor konrad zindell flees to south america at the end of world war two to continue the
experiments he began at auschwitz working under the infamous dr josef mengele forty five
years later brilliant neurosurgeon paul raymond is abducted from his seattle home the only
person who can connect the two is medical student steve raymond looking for answers to the
disappearance of his father he and his girlfriend janet newell suddenly find themselves in a
desperate race to save their own lives as they inadvertently uncover one of the third reichs
deadliest secrets in this intricately woven medical thriller eric b olsen creates a shocking
alternative history in the tradition of marathon man and the boys from brazil the fourth reich is
not in south america but far to the north as a young couple races against time to stop a mad
man from trying to take over the world

Brain 1982-01-04
it s spring in buffalo new york at sprawling st paul s hospital new interns rush through the halls
staff doctors scramble to catch their protégés mistakes and everyone is aware of one
unrelenting threat a new and vicious strain of severe acute respiratory syndrome sars has hit
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america hard and is menacing the hospital like a wolf at the door wrapped in spacesuit like garb
to search for every possible source of infection the hospital staff desperately tries to protect the
lives of patients and of each other yet despite st paul s best efforts people are dying in this
chilling medical landscape no one notices the slight spike in the death rate in a palliative care
ward the prevailing attitude is they re supposed to die that s why we call them terminal when
these same patients complain of terrifying near death experiences the hospital staff attributes it
to delirium caused by medication but when er chief dr earl garnet gets blamed for the
unexpected death of a patient he defies protocol and opens an independent investigation he
quickly becomes suspicious that something far more sinister than disease is killing the hospital s
most vulnerable patients for garnet looking into the deaths means rattling relationships that
have been built over years relationships with several men and women he once trusted but now
must doubt with the sars epidemic spinning out of control and a storm of suspicion fear and
mistrust raging through the corridors of st paul s the hospital is rocked by a horrifying crime a
respected researcher is found brutally murdered and his executioner may be ready to strike
again with brilliant pacing scalpel sharp suspense and an unmatched knowledge of the workings
of a big city hospital peter clement is a thriller writer in a league of his own in his new work he
takes us on a galvanizing frightening and constantly fascinating journey set on the front lines of
medicine where some dangers can be prevented and others can only be feared

Death’S Head 2017-03-31
a pharmaceutical company promises you hope and happiness in a pill would you take it if it cost
your relationship with god dr nicklaus hart returns from responding to a massive earthquake
that rocked the middle east allowing an isis terror cell to enter the ancient area of mesopotamia
captured tortured and blinded by the hands of the radical terrorists nick arrives home a broken
man he has lost everything he holds dear his sight independence profession and most of all
hope but at the bottom of the pit god sends him a lifeline and restores his physical and spiritual
vision faced with reinventing himself a pharmaceutical company in singapore offers nick a
position on the dark side of medicine the drug company s slogan better living through science is
actuated as it develops medications that manipulate the brain chemicals but at a significant cost
to the patient nick exposes the dangers of the drug in the jungles of borneo amongst orangutans
and the original headhunters the ancient iban tribe nick continues to dream hope against hope
even when the outlook doesn t warrant it not looking for it in the lesser comforts of life or a
medicine bottle but by abiding in the truth where he finds the greatest hope of all love the
rusted scalpel is the third book in a series of skillfully crafted medical thrillers if you like fast
paced adventure international settings sizzling medical suspense then you ll love this heart
pounding thriller by timothy browne

The Inquisitor 2004-12-28
pediatrician melissa blumenthal will try any scientific method available to conceive until the
horrible secrets of an urban clinic erupt in a nightmare of staggering proportions

The Rusted Scalpel 2018-09-12
when a popular professor at a leading medical research institute accuses a colleague of
drugging and sexually assaulting a student department chair brad parker and university
detective karen richmond join forces to investigate only to be stymied by a victim who can t
remember what happened but as fragments of memory resurface she s brutally attacked and
murdered the conclusion is obvious but in the absence of forensic evidence police hit a wall until
brad and karen s inquiries take an unexpected turn that not only threatens their own lives but
exposes a cover up at the highest levels of the university nondisclosure a medical thriller takes a
frightening look at a culture that promotes sexual misconduct in academic life
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Vital Signs 1992-02-01
the explosive new thriller from new york times bestselling author and master of the medical
thriller robin cook newly minted chief resident at boston memorial hospital noah rothauser is
swamped in his new position from managing the surgical schedules to dealing with the fallouts
from patient deaths known for its medical advances the famed teaching hospital has fitted
several ors as hybrid operating rooms of the future an improvement that seems positive until an
anesthesia error during a routine procedure results in the death of an otherwise healthy man
noah suspects dr william mason an egotistical world class surgeon of an error during the
operation and of tampering with the patient s record afterward but mason is quick to blame
anesthesiologist dr ava london when more anesthesia related deaths start to occur noah is
forced to question all of the residents on his staff including ava and he quickly realizes there s
more to her than what he sees a social media junkie ava has created multiple alternate
personas for herself on the internet with his own job and credibility now in jeopardy noah must
decide which doctor is at fault and who he can believe before any more lives are lost

Nondisclosure 2019-07-15
in this chilling new novel from the one and only robin cook new york city medical examiners
laurie montgomery and jack stapleton rush to india to help a ucla student investigating medical
tourism and a sinister global conspiracy

Charlatans 2017-08-22
at a prestigious florida medical center brain cancer patients are treated with a one hundred
percent success rate sean murphy a young medical student finds it hard to believe is it a miracle
cure or the biggest con job in the history of medicine

Foreign Body 2008-08-05
robin cook has always been on the cutting edge of the latest medical controversies in
acceptable risk he confronts one of the most provocative issues of our time personality altering
drugs and the complex moral questions they raise neuroscientist edward armstrong has
managed to isolate a psychotropic drug with a strange and dark history one that may account
for the public hysteria during the salem witch trials in a brilliant designer drug transformation it
is developed into an antidepressant with truly startling therapeutic capabilities but who can be
sure the drug is safe for consumers who defines the boundaries of normal human behavior and if
the drug s side effects are proven to be dangerous even terrifying how far will the medical
community go to alter their standards of acceptable risk

Terminal 1996-02-01
after the tragic unexpected death of his fiancee warren thompson wanted answers he sifted
through her personal effects looking for her health insurance card finding it at last he held it up
and stared at the seemingly meaningless string of numbers as manager of the largest hedge
fund in southwest florida he understood figures but this was a mystery as predicted by the
disgraced physician the fourth digit from the right was a seven had she received inferior care
because of it or was it coincidence if what was said was factual insurance companies were
rationing care based on this number warren was determined to figure out the truth if they were
he was going to expose it regardless of the cost

Acceptable Risk 1996-02-01
something horrid is spreading in the great outdoors while fetching dinner for her internal
medicine team medical student annabel tilson comes face to face with jae nixon a park ranger in
need of medical care ever the good samaritan she gives him a ride to the hospital where he is
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diagnosed with the flu and sent home around the same time her best friend on the rotation has
no energy to spare he drops out due to a diabolical and mysterious disease a super medical
thriller based on real organisms and a growing national threat jae nixon s illness soon returns
and is more than annabel her teammates and a bewildered infectious disease specialist can
account for as the team investigates the organisms that may be responsible their numbers
continue to grow but meanwhile jae s life hangs in the balance book four in the medical and
personal adventures of dr annabel tilson this is the fourth book in the medical and personal
adventures of dr annabel tilson but each book can stand alone book one dead stillbook two
deadly delusionsbook three desperate to die

The Care Card 2014-11
unspeakable medical procedures a crazed serial killer who will protect the innocent and at what
cost doctor christopher ravello is driven by an unquenchable desire to avenge his mother s
senseless murder he forsakes a lucrative career in medicine and plunges headlong into the
brutal unforgiving world of a new york city homicide detective head of the new division of
medical crimes ravello s first case pits him against a brilliant sadistic serial killer known only as
the giver he is hell bent on subjecting young women and their unborn babies to his illicit
experiments as the body count rises new york city is engulfed in fear fighting an illness which
threatens his job immersed in turmoil at home due to his radical career change ravello struggles
to understand who the giver is and where he will strike next just as he discovers the killer s
identity the unspeakable happens and ravello is confronted with an agonizing choice will he play
it safe or make the ultimate sacrifice to save his loved ones and the city he is sworn to protect
and serve

Death Grip 2018-01-22
from the new york times bestselling master of medical thrillers comes a shocking story of
medical conspiracy today organ transplants are common miracles of science but if the supply
cannot meet the demand how far will people go to find donors dr laurie montgomery a forensic
pathologist learns the terrifying answer when she investigates a series of fatal overdose of
young professionals some crimes are beyond comprehension but seeing is believing with pulse
pounding suspense and a thought provoking exploration of medical ethics this gripping tale
takes readers on a thrilling journey through the dark side of modern medicine

Forbidden Birth 2016-08-30
an eccentric scientist turned novelist gets lost in the grey zone between fiction and reality when
real murders of young women seem copied from his latest still in progress medical thriller
manuscript a spellbinding serial killer thriller at breakneck pace from the author of disorder
perfect for fans of jonathan kellerman and tess gerritsen schizoid is a thriller worthy of high
praise a medical mystery that combines psychology science and the quirks of interpersonal
relationships with an edge midwest book review fundin s entertaining tale offers several
intriguing subplots a complex but diverting whodunit kirkus reviews fantastic gripping and full of
details a perfect page turner the us review of books someone is murdering female science
students at an esteemed university against a backdrop of psychological intrigue and creepy
healthcare settings kenneth sorin a young chemistry doctor and medical research associate
turned suspense author starts his own murder investigation with the help of his cat and his new
mysterious girlfriend the killer removes an eye from each corpse and places emerald crystals
into the empty eye sockets dr sorin a crystal chemistry and medicinal chemistry specialist
receives strange telephone calls an old dead woman phones the author from her grave
encouraging him to look inside himself for the truth has he lost his mind could he be the killer
himself the expanded and repackaged version of the out of print mr maniac
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Blindsight 1993-02-01
the tree of life is the second book in a series of skillfully crafted medical thrillers if you like fast
paced adventure international settings sizzling medical suspense then you ll love this heart
pounding thriller by timothy browne

Schizoid: A Psycho-medical Thriller of Heart-stopping
Mystery and Suspense 2019-11-26
something is rotten in seattle where seven innocent people are dead from tainted cold medicine
and some of the country s wealthiest ceos are suffering from corporate espionage on a
unprecedented scale dr paul powers search for the truth turns him into the prime suspect and
an international fugitive desperate to clear his name but how do you catch a killer who knows
exactly what you re thinking h s clark takes the reader on a wild ride along the cutting edge of
medical technology and into the dark side of digital medicine

The Tree of Life 2018-04-05
harmful intent is a fast paced thriller from new york times bestselling author and master of the
medical thriller robin cook a routine spinal injection during a normal birth and for dr jeffrey
rhodes a living nightmare begins before his eyes a young healthy woman suffers inexplicable
seizures and dies her child survives brain damaged and severely disabled disgraced and
convicted of a fatal error rhodes becomes a fugitive desperate to uncover what really happened
in the operating room before a killer claims another life

Secret Thoughts 2013-02
the thing that wiped out the dinosaurs is about to make its comeback it s a trillion times smaller
than a killer asteroid and it s fallen into the hands of a madman after surviving a horrific
outbreak of the black nile virus epidemiologist leigh austen s done her best to bury memories
along with the bodies but when a call for help from the world health organization who arrives at
her lab she s got to face her nightmares all over again something s wiping entire villages clean
of humans and wildlife in a war torn former soviet republic leigh s skills are desperately needed
to identify and stop the pathogen s spread before it explodes into a global pandemic austen s
team of scientists and armed security set off into the epicenter of the hot zone over a mile
straight down the throat of the karakul the deepest open pit mine in asia from there they ll
contend with treacherous military officers caverns filled with scalding hot poisonous gas and an
organism so deadly it annihilated the dinosaurs sixty five million years ago what leigh and her
people discover will shake them to their very core if they survive author s note the devil s noose
a pandemic medical thriller is a self contained work and does not end on a cliffhanger it contains
a limited amount of strong language gore and some graphic violence ratings wise it would either
be a hard pg 13 or soft r please decide to purchase accordingly

Harmful Intent 2014-09-11
all she ever wanted was to become a surgeon all he cared for was to bury her with murder zora
smyth is not your average poster child for a first year medical student with a distant mother a
missing sister and one loyal friend driven by a desire to prove her self worth by becoming a
surgeon zora smyth never expected her first day at the gross anatomy lab in medical school to
be any different than any other day but a dissection gone wrong put her smack in the middle of
a murder investigation when a potential witness points her out as the main suspect for the
murder and more bodies begin to drop zora faces a frightening risk of losing her dream and her
freedom as she races to investigate the truth and save herself zora faces off against a killer who
will stop at nothing to achieve his goals will zora give in to the enemy determined to make her
take the fall or will she fight for her life as she faces her worst nightmare lethal dissection is the
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first book in dobi cross suspense filled series of medical thrillers if you like page turning medical
thrillers filled with unexpected twists and intrigue you will love lethal dissection sign up at
dobicross com to be notified when the next dr zora smyth book comes out

Forever 2020-04
a doctor s life gets turned upside by a dangerous new technology in this thought provoking
medical thriller from 1 new york times bestselling author robin cook george wilson m d a
radiology resident in los angeles is about to enter a profession on the brink of an enormous
paradigm shift foreshadowing a vastly different role for doctors everywhere the smartphone is
poised to take on a new role in medicine no longer as a mere medical app but rather as a fully
customizable personal physician capable of diagnosing and treating even better than the real
thing it is called idoc george s initial collision with this incredible innovation is devastating he
awakens one morning to find his fiancée dead in bed alongside him not long after she
participated in an idoc beta test then several of his patients die after undergoing imaging
procedures all of them had been part of the same beta test is it possible that idoc is being
subverted by hackers and that the u s government is involved in a cover up despite threats to
both his career and his freedom george relentlessly seeks the truth knowing that if he s right the
consequences could be lethal

The Devil's Noose 2019-02-19
in this masterpiece of techno medical suspense from the master of the medical thriller the new
york times robin cook tells the explosive tale of a brilliant doctor who sought to create the son of
his dreams and invented a living nightmare when ob gyn and biomolecular researcher dr victor
frank learns of his wife s infertility he initiates a bold and dangerous experiment unbeknownst to
everyone including her dr frank has adapted the methods of animal husbandry and molecular
genetics to human reproduction fusing his wife s eggs and his own sperm he sets in motion the
production of a superior being his child the result of this experiment a son vj is born to a
surrogate mother and legally adopted by the franks to their delight their son is physically perfect
and by the age of three displays the complex problem solving abilities of a prodigy then without
warning vj s intelligence level plunges to a point appropriate to his age but stabilizes for the
moment dr frank can breathe a sigh of relief even if vj is no longer the genius he was at least he
will be normal but that relief is tragically short lived for all too soon vj begins to change again
and this time there is no cause for comfort only terror

Lethal Dissection 2018-09-28

Cell 2014-02-04

Mutation 1990-02-01
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